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INTRODUCTION

During July and August of 1992 the Author conducted MAGNETIC,VLF- 

BM and HORIZONTAL LOOP EM surveys over 6 contiguous mining claims 

In Catherine Township, Larder Lake Mining Division . The claims 

covered by the survey are numbered as follows.

1048479 1048483
1048480 1046877
1048482 1096882

Robert Kosy and Arvo Salo are the recorded holders.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The 6 claims covered by the survey are located In the south half 

of Lot 2 Concession III and the east half of the north half Lot 2 

Concession II. Access can be gained via highway 624 and old 

logging roads. The town of Larder Lake Is located roughly 17 km 

north. ( see Fig. 1)

GENERAL GEOLOGY

ODM MAP 2045 shows the area as being underlain by basic to 

Intermediate volcanics (predominantly lavas) and Intermediate to 

acid volcanics (predominantly pyroclastic).On the property the 

contact between these two rock types Is drift covered. Overburden 

on the property consists of low, rolling sand and gravel ridges In 

the west, with clay and organic material In the east. Rock exposure 

on the property Is limited to the center of claim 1048480 where 

shallow overburden permitted extensive stripping,and the middle of
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GBOLOGY cont.

the two southern claims where a north trending outcrop ridge is

present. (Figure 2)

PREVIOUS WORK

Catharine township has been the sight of fairly extensive 

prospecting dating back to the early part of the century.Several 

gold and copper showings are located in the township, with some of 

the showings being the sight of considerable work. The Cathroy 

Larder property located near the north boundary of the township 

saw limited production in the 1930*s and 40's.

Work conducted on the property to date includes the following 

Diamond drilling ( 5 holes,total of approximately 2500') on claims 

1048479,1048480,1048481.Power stripping, washing and sampling on 

claim 1048480.Anomalous gold was reported in grab samples from the 

stripped area and in drill core.

An airborne magnetic and vlf-em survey was flown over 29 claims 

Including the 6 covered by this report. The flight line direction 

for the airborne survey was north-south. Several east trending 

vlf-em anomalies are shown on the airborne survey plan, two of 

which are In the area covered by this report, with one being 

located on claims 1048479 and 1048480 near the diamond drilling and 

stripping and the other is located near the north boundary of claim 

1096877.



SURVEY PROCEDURE

Line cutting: The baseline was turned at an azimuth of 153 

degrees from the south west corner post of claim 1048482. 

Cross line were cut 90 degrees to the base line at 300 foot 

Intervals.All chainages are in feet.

VLF-EM: Inphase and quadphase values were recorded at 50 foot 

intervals on cross lines, using the transmitter at Annapolis 

Maryland,the operator faced east. Values were recorded at 100 foot 

Intervals on the baseline using the transmitter at Cutler Maine 

with the operator facing north. Survey results are presented as 

profiles at a horizontal scale of l N ^200 f and a vertical scale of 

l" 50\.

Horizontal Loop: Inphase and Quadrature values were recorded at 

100 foot intervals using an Apex MAXMIN II EM system in the 

horizontal loop mode. Two frequencies were read,444 kHz and 1777 

kHz Proper coll geometry was maintained using a hand held 

inclinometer and a programable calculator. The coil seperatlon was 

100 meters (328 feet). Results are presented as profiles at a 

horizontal scale of 1^=200* vertical scale l" ~ 25\

Magnetic: Total field magnetic values were recorded at 50 foot 

Intervals on cross lines and 100 foot intervals on the baseline 

using a Geometrics 826A proton precession magnetometer. Diurnal 

control was maintained by periodic checks at a base point 

established at baseline 0+00,14-1-00 SE (58200 gammas) and 

secondary controls stations established at baseline - crossline



SURVEY PROCEDURE cont.

Intersections. Geomagnetic activity during the survey period was 

minimal. Survey results are presented as contours of the total 

ignetic field at a scale of l" * 200*.

SURVEY RESULTS

VLF-EM : 3 anomalous zones were detected by the VLF-EM survey. 

Anomaly A is a weak 2 line anomaly in the vicinity of a fault 

mapped in on the stripped area.

Anomaly B is in a low flat area no HLEM response was observed 

over this anomaly and it is likely a surficial response. 

Anomaly C is located 100 to 200 feet east of the east edge of a 

outcrop hill and roughly parallel to the hill it is likely a 

surficial response.Also two weak crossovers were detected on the 

survey conducted over the baseline, these crossovers roughly 

correspond with anomalies detected by the airborne vlf-em survey

MAGNETIC : A magnetic high west of the baseline,trending at 

roughly north 25 degrees west was detected by the magnetic survey 

This eastern edge of this magnetic high likely marks the basic/ 

intermediate volcanic contact , with the basic volcanics being in 

the west.

HORIZONTAL LOOP : No anomalies were detected by the HLEM survey. At 

the coll seperation used it is unlikely that any conductive zones 

would be masked by overburden. Complete coverage of the eastern 

VLF-EM anomalies was not possible on some lines due to line lengths



RESULTS cont.

and the coll seperatlon.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the HLEM survey results, 11 would appear that the eastern 

VLF-EM anomalies are surficial responses. The magnetic survey was 

successful in determining the location of the contact indicated on 

ODM map 2043. Further work conducted on the property should 

include, prospecting of the outcrop located in the southern two 

claims and two to three lines of a more sophisticated EM survey 

over the eastern VLF-EM anomalies to determine if they are in fact 

surficial responses.
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EXPENDITURE BREAKDOWN

LINECUTTING 6.84 MILES 8 $450/MILE 3078 

MAGNETIC 6.84 MILES 8 125/MILE 855 

VLF-EM 6.84 MILES 8 125/MILE 855 

HLEM 5.85 MILES 6 320/MILE 1872

TOTAL S6660.00
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INTRODUCTION

During July and August of 1992 the Author conducted MAGNETIC,VLF- 

EM and HORIZONTAL LOOP EH surveys over l unpatented mining claim in 

Catherine Township, Larder Lake Hinlng Division . The claim covered 

by the surveys is numbered 1185692. Robert Kosy, Fred Wigglesworth 

and Gary Kosy all of Kirland Lake are the recorded holders

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claim is located in the south west corner of the south half 

Lot 2,Concession II Catharine township. Access can be gained via 

highway 624 and old logging roads. The town of Larder Lake is 

located roughly 17 kilometers north. ( see Fig. 1)

GENERAL GEOLOGY

ODM MAP 2043 shows the area as being underlain by basic to 

intermediate volcanics (predominantly lavas) and intermediate to 

acid volcanics (predominantly pyroclastic). Overburden on the 

property consists of low, rolling sand and gravel ridges, part of 

the Munro esker. No outcrop is exposed on the property. A small 

pond is located in a pronounced topographic depression roughly in 

the center of the claim. Overburden depths on the property likely 

exceed 150 feet.

PREVIOUS WORK

Catharine township has been the sight of fairly extensive 

prospecting dating back to the early part of the century.Several



PREVIOUS WORK

gold and copper showings are located in the township, with some of 

the showings being the sight of considerable work. The Cathroy 

Larder property located near the north boundary of the township 

saw limited production in the 1930's and 40's.

Following the release of H.A. Lee's report in 1968 of pyrope garnet 

a kimberlite indicator mineral discovered in till samples from the 

Munro esker, 9 claims,including the one covered by this report 

were staked by Diamond geophysics as part of a larger kimberelite 

exploration program. Work conducted on the property included ground 

magnetic surveys and till sampling. Pyrope and chrome diopside were 

reported in concentrated till samples taken from the immediate area 

and down ice.

SURVEY PROCEDURE

Line cutting: The baseline was turned at an azimuth of 153 

degrees from the north west corner post of claim 1185692 

Cross lines were cut 90 degrees to the base line at 300 foot 

intervals.All chalnages are in feet.

VLF-EM: Inphase and guadphase values were recorded at 50 foot 

intervals on cross lines, using the transmitter at Annapolis 

Maryland,the operator faced east. Values were recorded at 100 foot 

Intervals on the baseline using the transmitter at Cutler Maine 

with the operator facing north. Survey results are presented as 

profiles at a horizontal scale of 1"*200' and a vertical scale of



SURVEY PROCEDURE CONT. 

l" 50\.

Horizontal Loop: Inphase and Quadrature values were recorded at 

100 foot intervals using an Apex HAXMIN II EM system in the 

horizontal loop mode. Two frequencies were read,444 kHz and 1777 

kHz. Proper coil geometry was maintained using a hand held 

inclinometer and a programable calculator. The coil seperation was 

150 meters (492 feet). Results are presented as profiles at a 

horizontal scale of 1*^200' vertical scale l" * 50* 

Magnetic: Total field magnetic values were recorded at 50 foot 

intervals on cross lines and 100 foot intervals on the baseline 

using a Geometrics 826A proton precession magnetometer. Diurnal 

control was maintained by periodic checks at a base point 

established at baseline 0+00,0+00 SB (58409 gammas) and 

secondary controls stations established at baseline - crossline 

Intersections. Geomagnetic activity during the survey period was 

minimal. Survey results are presented as contours of the total 

magnetic field at a scale of l" ~ 200*.

SURVEY RESULTS

VLF-EM : A weak amomaly trending roughly parallel to the baseline 

and crossing through the pond was detected. Although it is roughly 

coincident with the east edge of a magnetic high it is also in a 

topographic depression and is likely a surficial response. The 

crossover detected by the base line survey.-is located on the edge 

of the topographic depression it,to is likely a surficial response.



SURVEY RESULTS cont.

Magnetic: The contured magnetic data shows the claim to be of low

local magnetic relief. A weak magnetic high is present on the west

side of the claim the trend of the east edge of this high is

roughly parallel to the baseline.

HLEM: Ho anomalies were detected by the Horizontal loop survey

CONCLUSION AND RBCOMBNDATION8

No EM anomalies of signifigance were located by the surveys. 

A magnetic high which may be caused by a mafic flow was located on 

the west side of the property. After freeze up completion of the 

magnetic and vlf-em surveys over the pond is recomended.
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EXPENDITURE BREAKDOWN

LINECUTTING 1.54 MILES g $450/MILE 693.00 

MAGNETIC 6.84 MILES g 125/MILE 192.50 

VLF-EM 6.84 MILES g 125/MILE 192.50 

HLEM .57 MILES g 320/MILE 182.00

TOTAL S1260.00
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